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Family Dynamics

‘Why is it that mothers-in-law and daughters-in-law always seem to have issues, and never sons-
in-law and fathers-in-law?’ (Lucy, p240)

1.  Lucy and Diana have a difficult and complicated relationship. What is it about  
  the mother-in-law and daughter-in-law dynamic that is potentially so fraught?  
  Are sons-in-law and fathers-in-law immune, or does this relationship carry its  
  own challenges?

‘Heaven forbid I be one of those overbearing women who fawn over the new girlfriend, begging 
to be best friends and shop together and go to the spa. ’ (Diana, p31)

‘[That would] make me one of those crazy daughters-in-law, the ones that make everyone get a 
whooping cough shot before they can hold the baby.’ (Lucy, p153)

‘No one gets along with their mother-in-law do they? My friend Emily’s mother-in-law refuses 
to believe that Poppy is lactose intolerant (‘What a load of nonsense, they didn’t have all these 
“intolerances” in our day.’) ... Sara is the only one who adores her mother-in-law, and that’s 
because Marg looks after Sara’s children two days a week, while also doing the family’s laundry, 
ironing and preparing home-made meals for the freezer. (Marg is what we call a ‘mother-in-law 
unicorn’.)’ (Lucy, p24)

2. Both Diana and Lucy are painfully aware of mother-in-law and daughter-in-law  
  stereotypes. How do these stereotypes interfere with their relationship? 

3. Why are mothers-in-law so stereotyped in our society? Does sexism play a role? 

‘I know that I should look at Lucy and see the similarities between us. We are both mothers, we 
have a mutual love for my son...But for some reason, despite our similarities, when I look at her, 
all I see are differences.’ (Diana, p149)

‘I think about all my conversations with Jan and Liz and Kathy about daughters-in-law. We’d 
always focused on how different they are from us, how their mothering is different, their 
attitudes are different. We’ve never once focused on our similarities. As women. As wives.  
As mothers. It occurs to me suddenly that there are a lot more of them.’ (Diana, p226)

4. Over the course of the novel Lucy and Diana go from ‘all-out war’ (p156) to   
  mutual and sympathetic understanding. In the end, they come to admire one  
  another for their individual strengths. Explore how and why the relationship  
  changes, and how focusing on similarities rather than differences contributes  
  to that change.
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‘No one is asking where Tom has been. He’ll wake up sometime around eight, play eighteen 
holes of golf and then swan into the hospital when the baby is a few minutes old, bearing an 
extravagant gift and promises of a trust fund, and he will be everyone’s hero.’ (Diana, p149)

‘It’s nearly impossible for a father-in-law to mess it up. He has to be welcoming. That’s it. People 
have higher expectations of a dog.’ (Diana, p71)

5. Tom avoids the pitfalls of in-law relationships. Is this because of his inherently  
  warm nature (‘His warmth was his superpower.’ Diana, p268), or is less   
  expected of fathers-in-law? If so, why?

‘It occurs to me that only a mother-in-law and daughter-in-law can have an all-out war without 
anyone so much as raising their voice. The funny thing is, if any of the men were here, they 
wouldn’t have a clue that anything other than a pleasant conversation was going on. If Ollie 
were here, he’d probably comment on ‘what a nice afternoon that was with Mum’. In that way, 
men are really are quite simple, bless them.’ (Lucy, p156)

6. Tom and Ollie both seem less emotionally complicated than Lucy and Diana.  
  Is this true of men in general? If so, do you think this is the result of biological  
  or social differences? Why are relationships so fraught for the women in the  
  novel but not for the men?

‘I’ve heard it said that a parent spends eighty per cent of their energy on one child, and spreads 
the remaining twenty per cent among any other children. Ollie has always been my eighty per 
cent child. I spent most of his childhood wondering if he was eating enough, learning enough, 
doing enough... Nettie, on the other hand, was born so capable and articulate, I never bothered 
worrying about her.’ (Diana, p110)

 ‘Sons see the best parts of you, but daughters really see you. They see your flaws and your 
weaknesses. They see everything they don’t want to be. They see you for exactly who you are... 
and they hate you for it.’ (Diana, p327)

7. Compare Diana’s relationship with Ollie to her relationship with Nettie. What  
  could Diana have done differently, when Nettie was both a child and an adult,  
  that might have changed the outcome between them? Do you think Lucy would  
  have the same attitude to her children? Compare the two women as mothers.

8. Do mothers have fundamentally different relationships with their sons than  
  their daughters? If so, why?
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Our histories shape us
‘I realised I needed my own family. A husband, some children, an old blind dog. Most 
importantly, I needed a Maria. Someone to share recipes, to give wisdom, and to drown me 
in waves of maternal love...I didn’t have a mother any more. But one day, perhaps, I’d have a 
mother-in-law.’ (Lucy, p19)

‘Being poor and having to survive without my parents was the single most defining thing I’ve 
ever done.’ (Diana, p196)

‘The bottom line is, it always takes a little adjustment when a new person joins the family. They 
have different values, different histories, different opinions.’ (Diana, p33)

9. Through the course of the novel it becomes apparent that Lucy and Diana   
  share similar values and opinions. Give some examples. How, then, do their  
  different histories shape their relationship? 

Hardship makes for wisdom
‘If you ask me, everyone is a little too interested in their children’s happiness. Ask anyone what 
they wish for their kids and they’ll all say they want them to be happy. Happy! Not empathetic, 
contributing members of society. Not humble, wise and tolerant. Not strong in the face of 
adversity or grateful in the face of misfortune. I, on the other hand, have always wanted 
hardship for my kids. Real, honest hardship. Challenges big enough to make them empathetic 
and wise.’ (Diana, p34)

10. Is Diana right to want hardship for her children? Are there other ways, other  
  than through adversity, to develop empathy, tolerance, wisdom? Is happiness  
  the measure of a good life, or are other qualities equally important? What do 
   you think Lucy wants for her children, and does that change as a result of her  
  experiences in the novel?

Inter-generational differences

‘Life has never been easy,’ she says ... ‘Every generation has their challenges and I dare say most 
have had to suffer through worse than unaffordable housing.’ (Diana, p84)

11. Diana appears to have little sympathy for her children’s financial struggles.  
  Is she simply dismissive of their challenges, or is she right when she says every  
  generation has its struggles and her children’s are no worse than any other  
  generation’s? Do young people have life harder than their parents? Do older   
  people tend to dismiss the challenges young people face and assume they’ve got  
  life easy?
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‘It’s funny what the younger generation assumes we don’t know. They assume we can’t possibly 
understand the agony of heartbreak, or the pressure of buying a house. We can’t understand 
infertility or depression or the fight for equality. If we have experienced any of these things, 
they are milder, softer versions, played out in sepia, not experiences that can compare to 
theirs.’ (Diana, p188)

12. Is this true? Is it impossible for young people to believe in the rich, vivid lived  
  experience of older generations? If so, why? Can you give some examples from  
  your own life?

Inheritance

‘What I am sure about is that giving children handouts—no not children, adults!— after they 
have already been privately educated and given every advantage in life, simply to keep pushing 
them further ahead of those who are trying to make their way without assistance, is not the 
right thing to do. For anyone involved.’ (Diana, p91)

‘...Everyone should be given an equal chance. Hakem was not given one. My children, on the 
other hand, have been given every chance. Now it’s time for me to stay out of the way and see 
what they make of the opportunities they’ve been given.’ (Diana, p171)

13. Diana is acutely aware of her children’s privilege and the inequity of a system  
  that promotes the interests of the wealthy over the interests of the needy. Is she  
  right to refuse to give her children financial support when they ask for it? What  
  would you do if you were in her situation? 

14. There is a lot of talk about inheritance in the novel. Tom makes it clear that the  
  wealth he has accumulated is intended to look after his children in their old age.  
  Diana, on the other hand, thinks it is unfair that her children have so much  
  advantage because of that wealth and that, as adults, they should be able  
  to stand on their own two feet. Who do you agree with? Do you think inheritance  
  contributes to social inequity? 

Plot and Characters

15. Lucy and Diana are very different personalities. How does this contribute to  
  misunderstandings between them?

16. How does Diana’s relationship with Ghezala and the other refugees she works  
  with impact her attitude towards her children? 

17. As the novel progressed and it became evident that Diana was murdered, who  
  did you think might be responsible? Did you think it could have been Ollie? Can  
  we ever be absolutely certain that we know someone well enough to predict how  
  they will behave in every situation?
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18. Diana made the decision to end her life and looked to Voluntary Euthanasia  
  International to provide a humane way to kill herself. Do you believe ‘control  
  over one’s life & death to be a fundamental civil right’ and that ‘all adults of   
  sound mind should have the right to end their life’ (p286)?

19. Diana decides not to tell Nettie that Patrick is being unfaithful to her.  
  What would you have done in that situation?

20. Did you agree with Tom that, weighing the risks and benefits, it was better for  
  Ollie that he not be told Tom was not his biological father?

21. Do you think Nettie was in her right mind when she killed her mother? Was she  
  responsible for her actions?

22. Lucy handles the loss of the family fortune with grace and strength. How do you  
  think you would handle the same situation?

23. Nettie says that ‘people underestimate the role fate plays in our lives’ (p334).  
  What is fate? Do you believe in it? How much does fate play a part in Diana’s  
  death? 


